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• Axiological implications of human extinction: 

• “How Bad Would Human Extinction Be? Convergent Arguments for Making the Avoidance of Human 
Extinction a Top Global Priority” w/Dr. Simon Beard (CSER).


• Algocracy: 

• “Superintelligence and the Future of Governance: On Prioritizing the Control Problem at the End of 
History” in Artificial Intelligence Safety and Security (ed. Yampolskiy).


• Agential risks: 

• “Agential Risks and Information Hazards: An Unavoidable but Dangerous Topic?” Futures.


• “Who Would Destroy the World? Omnicidal Agents and Related Phenomena” Aggression and Violent 
Behavior.


• “Moral Bioenhancement and Agential Risks: Good and Bad Outcomes” Bioethics.


• Global priorities: 

• “Space Colonization and Suffering Risks: Reassessing the Maxipok Rule” Futures.


• “Facing Disaster: The Great Challenges Framework” Foresight.


• “On Being Afraid of Monsters: Assessing the Greatest Future Risks to Human Survival and Prosperity.”


• Conceptual foundations of existential risk studies: 

• “Existential Risks: A Philosophical Analysis.”


• “The Usefulness and Validity of Scientific Concepts of Existential Risk” w/Dr. Simon Beard (CSER).



What Are Concepts?

• Or ideas.


• Mentalistic representations of the mind-independent 
world.


• Alternative theories exist on the marketplace of ideas.


• Prototype, theory theory, classical, etc.



Why Hasn’t Anyone 
Thought That Before?

• Corresponds to a phenomenon that does not yet exist:


• Nuclear weapon (technology)


• Nuclear chain reaction (scientific discovery)


• Globalization (world configuration)


• Conflicts with other beliefs (internal organs rearranging each night).


• No connection with other beliefs (overpopulation on Mars).


• Memetic theory could explain the propagation of ideas across 
society.



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• What do I mean by this?


• “The end of the world,” “the collapse of civilization,” “the 
apocalypse,” “the last day,” “the day of reckoning,” 
“Judgment Day,” “doomsday,” “the eschaton,” “end 
times,” “the end,” “the world’s end,” “the end of history,” 
and “Armageddon.”


• While an apocalyptic, doomsday, end-of-the-world, or 
Armageddon-like disaster could bring about human 
extinction, this isn’t necessary.


• Human extinction in the “secular-biological” sense.



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• A quite late addition to our shared library of concepts; no one really 
entertained the possibility of humanity completely vanishing until, 
perhaps, the last century. Very few people, though!


• Four factors explain this, I argue:


• (1) It took a while for our contemporary notion of humanity to take 
shape.


• (2) No one believed that species could go extinct until 1800.


• (3) Religion has dominated futurological thinking for most of recorded 
human history.


• (4) We didn’t know of any kill mechanisms until the 1980s or so.



Humanity
• Spiritual, genealogical


• Cosmopolitanism


• Legal / Human rights


• Globalization


• Biological


• Crimes Against Humanity



Extinction

• Georges Cuvier:


• Mammoths, mastodons!


• Charles Darwin:


• Theory of evolution by 
natural selection.



Faith-Based 
Eschatology

• First linear eschatological narrative: 
Ancient Persians.


• Extensive history of apocalypticism.



Kill Mechanisms
• Second law of thermodynamics?


• Alvarez hypothesis.


• Nuclear winter.


• Superintelligence—published in 2014! (Yudkowsky 
working in the early 2000s.)



• It wasn’t that long ago that you would 
have been scientifically justified in 

thinking that we live on a pretty safe 
planet in a pretty safe universe.



Moving from Conditions to 
Evolution



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• William Black: “It attacks the same person but once in life: 
had this not been the case, the human race must long 
since have been extinct.”


• Darwin: “We may look with some confidence to a secure 
future of great length.” Adds that since “natural selection 
works solely by and for the good of each being, all 
corporeal and mental endowments will tend to progress 
towards perfection.”



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• Darwin: “With respect to immortality, nothing shows me 
how strong and almost instinctive a belief it is, as the 
consideration of the view now held by most physicists, 
namely, that the sun with all the planets will in time grow 
too cold for life, unless indeed some great body dashes 
into the sun and thus gives it fresh life.—Believing as I do 
that man in the distant future will be a far more perfect 
creature than he now is, it is an intolerable thought that he 
and all other sentient beings are doomed to complete 
annihilation after such long-continued slow progress. To 
those who fully admit the immortality of the human soul, 
the destruction of our world will not appear so dreadful.”



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• Kelvin saw the implications of thermodynamics for 
humanity’s future on planet Earth, writing in a 1852 
footnote that “within a finite period of time past the earth 
must have been, and within a finite period of time to come 
the earth must again be, unfit for the habitation of man as 
at presently constituted, unless operations have been, or 
are to be performed which are impossible under the laws 
to which the known operations going on at the present in 
the material world are subject.”


• 1862: (i) The universe might be infinite, and (ii) it’s 
impossible to imagine the universe without a Creator.



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• Rudolf Clausius, 1865: “It is often said that the world goes in a circle 
… such that the same states are always reproduced. Therefore the 
world could exist forever. The second law contradicts this idea most 
resolutely. ... The entropy tends to a maximum. The more closely that 
maximum is approached, the less cause for change exists. And when 
the maximum is reached, no further changes can occur; the world is 
then in a dead stagnant state.”


• Josef Loschmidt: Bemoaned what he described as “the terrorist 
nimbus of the second law … which lets it appear as the destructive 
principle of all life in the universe.”


• Robert Grant came to “[embrace] a pessimistic reading of the nebular 
hypothesis, predicting that all of life is fated to frozen sterility.”



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• Henry Maudsley, 1881/1884: “Species after species of 
animals and plants will first degenerate and then become 
extinct, as the worsening conditions of life render it 
impossible for them to continue the struggle for 
existence; a few scattered families of degraded human 
beings living perhaps in snowhuts near the equator, very 
much as Esquimaux live now near the pole, will represent 
the last wave of the receding tide of human existence 
before its final extinction; until at last a frozen earth 
incapable of cultivation is left without energy to produce a 
living particle of any sort and so death itself is dead.”



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• The “supreme law” plus evolutionism led some to become 
pessimistic. Bertrand Russell wrote:


• “That Man is the product of causes which had no prevision of the 
end they were achieving; that his origin, his growth, his hopes and 
his fears, his loves and his beliefs, are but the outcome of 
accidental collocations of atoms; that no fire, no heroism, no 
intensity of thought and feeling, can preserve individual life beyond 
the grave, that all the labours of the ages, all the devotion, all the 
inspiration, all the noonday brightness of human genius, are 
destined to extinction in the vast death of the solar system, and 
that the whole temple of Man’s achievement must inevitably be 
buried beneath the debris of the universe in ruins—all these things, 
if not quite beyond dispute, are yet so nearly certain that no 
philosophy which rejects them can hope to stand.”



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• Arthur Schopenhauer: “If children 
were brought into the world by 
an act of pure reason alone, 
would the human race continue 
to exist?”


• James William Barlow, in 1882, 
references both Schopenhauer 
and Karl von Hartmann, observes 
that the philosophy of pessimism 
“may jeopardize the very 
existence of mankind,” 
potentially “lead[ing] to the 
extinction of the human species, 
by failure of reproduction.”



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• Lord Byron: Darkness.


• “Dying Earth” subgenera of 
science fiction.


• Jean-Baptiste Cousin de 
Grainville: The Last Man.


• Mary Shelley: The Last Man.


• Paintings, poems, etc.



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• HG Wells: The Time Machine.


• “The Extinction of Man”: “It is part of the excessive egotism of the 
human animal that the bare idea of its extinction seems incredible to it.”


•  Anticipations of the Reaction of Mechanical and Scientific Progress 
Upon Human Life and Thought.


• The Discovery of the Future, Royal Institute.


• “So far no first-class mind has ever focused itself upon these 
[futurological] issues,” the most disconcerting of which is “that man 
is not final.”


• “We are creatures of the twilight.”



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• JBS Haldane on “biological 
eschatology,” in 1924:


• “The future will be no primrose 
path. It will have its own 
problems. Some will be the 
secular problems of the past, 
giant flowers of evil blossoming at 
last to their own destruction. 
Others will be wholly new. 
Whether in the end man will 
survive his ascensions of power 
we cannot tell. [The future] is only 
hopeful if mankind can adjust its 
morality to its powers.”



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• In 1947, the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists created the Doomsday Clock, whose 
purpose is to warn “the public about how close we are to destroying our world with 
dangerous technologies of our own making. It is a metaphor, a reminder of the perils we 
must address if we are to survive on the planet”


• Eugene Rabinowitch, in 1953, while discussing the hydrogen bomb, he asserts that “the 
continued existence of the urban, technological Western civilization will soon hang in a 
precarious balance.”


• Leó Szilárd, in 1950, proposed a “cobalt bomb” that could render the entire planet 
uninhabitable. This type of “salted bomb” was later described as a “doomsday device”—
an idea that subsequently inspired the black comedy satire Dr. Strangelove or: How I 
Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb.


• Russell-Einstein Manifesto: “If you can, to set aside such feelings and consider 
yourselves only as members of a biological species which has had a remarkable history, 
and whose disappearance none of us can desire.”


• Einstein, in 1948: “Danger of Annihilation Supersedes All Others.”



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• For example, both the US and the Soviet Union officially recognized that the most 
extreme outcome of conflict is human extinction.


• In 1974, Henry Kissinger warned that “the accumulation of nuclear arms has to be 
constrained if mankind is not to destroy itself.”


• Several years later, Jimmy Carter declared that “the survivors” of a nuclear war, “if any, 
would live in despair amid the poisoned ruins of a civilization that had committed 
suicide.”


• And in 1981, the Soviet Union printed a booklet that states: “The Soviet Union hold[s] 
that nuclear war would be a universal disaster, and that it would most probably mean the 
end of civilization. It may lead to the destruction of all mankind” (all are quoted in Schell 
2000).


• Two years later, Ronald Reagan—who back in 1971 identified nuclear weapons as a 
fulfillment of prophetic scripture—asserted that both sides of the Cold War must “meet at 
the conference table with the understanding that the era of armaments has ended, and 
the human race must conform its actions to this truth or die” (see author). 



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• Cosmology. 1969, Lord Martin Rees: “The Collapse of the Universe: An 
Eschatological Study.”


• Ethics.


• Bentham, Mill.


• Henry Sidgwick, in 1874, argues that, “from a universal point of view,” the 
value of someone’s happiness is independent of whether that individual 
exists yet or not, from which it follows that “the interests of posterity must 
concern a Utilitarian as much as those of his contemporaries.” And: “If we 
consider carefully such permanent results as are commonly judged to be 
good, other than qualities of human beings, we can find nothing that, on 
reflection, appears to possess this quality of goodness out of relation to 
human existence, or at least to some consciousness or feeling.”


• Glover, Sagan, Parfit.



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• Birth of the environmentalist movement:


•  Silent Spring, The Population Bomb, the Club of 
Rome.


• In 1969, the Bulletin published an article by the Nobel 
laureate Joshua Lederberg about the immense dangers 
posed by the intentional use of pathogens. The article is 
titled “Biological Warfare and the Extinction of Man.”



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• Parfit famous thought experiment:


• Peace vs. 99 percent vs. 100 percent.


• The reason is that: “The Earth will remain habitable for at least 
another billion years. Civilization began only a few thousand 
years ago. If we do not destroy mankind, these few thousand 
years may be only a tiny fraction of the whole of civilized 
human history. The difference between (2) and (3) may thus be 
the difference between this tiny fraction and all of the rest of 
this history. If we compare this possible history to a day, what 
has occurred so far is only a fraction of a second.”


• Sagan makes exactly the same point.



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• More recent developments:


•  A Choice of Catastrophes (1979), by Isaac Asimov.


•  The End of the World: The Science and Ethics of 
Human Extinction, by John Leslie.


• Estimate, Doomsday Argument.


• Bill Joy’s 2000 article!



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• But then, official founding 
of existential risk studies!!


• Bostrom’s definition, 
expanded semantics.


• Anagenetic evolution, 
phyletic extinction. 
(Quality contention.)


• Total number of future 
people. (Quantity 
contention.)



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• Institutes: FHI, CSER. FLI, MIRI, GCRI, GCF, CHAI, etc.


• Books: Our Final Hour: A Scientist’s Warning, Global 
Catastrophic Risks, Superintelligence, Here Be Dragons, 
Morality, Foresight, and Human Flourishing: An 
Introduction to Existential Risks.


• Other philosophers join the party: Non-utilitarian, non-
moral arguments for the avoidance of human extinction.



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• Belief that the world will soon end is surprisingly widespread!


• (a) One survey found that “24% respondents believed there was 50% chance that 
humanity would be wiped out within a century.”


• (b) Another found that 25% of children in Australia “honestly believe” that then world 
“will come to an end before they get older.”


• (c) The same survey as (b) also notes that “44% of children are worried about the 
future impact of climate change,” and “43% of children worried about pollution in 
the air and water.”


• (d) And polls show that 15% of people around the world and “between a quarter 
and a third of Americans” similarly think that the end is nigh.


• Parfit study from Oxford…


• Religious studies…



The Idea of Human 
Extinction

• We have only recently become aware of our species potential 
mortality.


• For most of human history, the idea of human extinction didn’t exist.


• Anders Sandberg et al.: “In the 61 years since the Doomsday 
Clock’s creation, the risk of human extinction has received 
relatively scant scientific attention, with a bibliography filling 
perhaps one page. Maybe this is because human extinction 
seems to most of us impossible, inevitable, or, in either case, 
beyond our control. Still, it’s surprising that a topic of primary 
significance to humanity has provoked so little serious research.


• Four causal factors explain the late arrival of this concept.




